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This text explores the wealth of evidence from early Indo-Aryan for the existence
of transitive nouns and adjectives, a rare linguistic phenomenon. The data is set
in the wider historical context, from Proto-Indo-European to Modern Indo-Aryan,
and analysed from diachronic, typological, and theoretical perspectives.
This book investigates the syntactic and semantic development of a selection of
indefinite pronouns and determiners (such as aliquis 'some', nullus 'no', and
nemo 'no one') between Latin and the Romance languages. Although these
elements have undergone significant diachronic change since the Classical Latin
period, the modern Romance languages show a remarkable degree of similarity
in the way their systems of indefinites have evolved and are structured today. In
this volume, Chiara Gianollo draws on data from Classical and Late Latin texts,
and from electronic corpora of the early stages of various Romance languages,
to propose a new account of these similarities. The focus is primarily on Late
Latin: at this stage, the grammar of indefinites already shows a number of
changes, which are homogeneously transmitted to the daughter languages,
leading to parallelism in the various emerging Romance systems. The volume
demonstrates the value of using methods and models from synchronic theoretical
linguistics for investigating diachronic phenomena, as well as the importance of
diachronic research in understanding the nature of crosslinguistic variation and
language change.
the dynamically creative role of the ascetic and mystic within Hinduism.
In Reflexivity in Vedic, Verónica Orqueda offers an analysis of the diverse
reflexive strategies in the R?gveda and the Atharvaveda and proposes a
distribution of nominal and verbal reflexives according to the interaction between
reflexivity, transitivity and valency.
This book presents the most comprehensive coverage of the field of IndoEuropean Linguistics in a century, focusing on the entire Indo-European family
and treating each major branch and most minor languages. The collaborative
work of 120 scholars from 22 countries, Handbook of Comparative and Historical
Indo-European Linguistics combines the exhaustive coverage of an encyclopedia
with the in-depth treatment of individual monographic studies.
This volume is the most comprehensive reference work to date on Lexical
Functional Grammar. The authors provide detailed and extensive coverage of the
analysis of syntax, semantics, morphology, prosody, and information structure,
and how these aspects of linguistic structure interact in the nontransformational
framework of LFG. The book is divided into three parts. The first part examines
the syntactic theory and formal architecture of LFG, with detailed explanations
and comprehensive illustration, providing an unparalleled introduction to the
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fundamentals of the theory. Part two explores non-syntactic levels of linguistic
structure, including the syntax-semantics interface and semantic representation,
argument structure, information structure, prosodic structure, and morphological
structure, and how these are related in the projection architecture of LFG.
Chapters in the third part illustrate the theory more explicitly by presenting
explorations of the syntax and semantics of a range of representative linguistic
phenomena: modification, anaphora, control, coordination, and long-distance
dependencies. The final chapter discusses LFG-based work not covered
elsewhere in the book, as well as new developments in the theory. The volume
will be an invaluable reference for graduate and advanced undergraduate
students and researchers in a wide range of linguistic sub-fields, including
syntax, morphology, semantics, information structure, and prosody, as well as
those working in language documentation and description.
This book explores language variation and change from the perspective of
generative syntax, based on a case study of relative clauses in contemporary
European Portuguese and earlier stages of Portuguese. Adriana Cardoso offers
a comparative account of three linguistic phenomena in the synchrony and
diachrony of Portuguese-remnant-internal relativization, extraposition of
restrictive relative clauses, and appositive relativization-and shows that the
changes affecting these structures conspired to reduce the patterns of nominal
discontinuity available in the language. Adopting a cross-linguistic perspective,
she additionally shows that this series of changes transformed Portuguese from a
'Germanic-like' language, with a wide range of phrasal discontinuities, to a 'nonGermanic type', with more restricted patterns of discontinuity. The volume will be
of particular interest to scholars working on Portuguese syntax, but also to
Romance linguists and all those interested in historical and comparative syntax
more widely.
This volume offers a thorough, systematic, and crosslinguistic account of
evidentiality, the linguistic encoding of the source of information on which a
statement is based. In some languages, the speaker always has to specify this
source - for example whether they saw the event, heard it, inferred it based on
visual evidence or common sense, or was told about it by someone else. While
not all languages have obligatory marking of this type, every language has ways
of referring to information source and associated epistemological meanings. The
continuum of epistemological expressions covers a range of devices from the
lexical means in familiar European languages and in many languages of
Aboriginal Australia to the highly grammaticalized systems in Amazonia or North
America. In this handbook, experts from a variety of fields explore topics such as
the relationship between evidentials and epistemic modality, contact-induced
changes in evidential systems, the acquisition of evidentials, and formal semantic
theories of evidentiality. The book also contains detailed case studies of
evidentiality in language families across the world, including Algonquian, Korean,
Nakh-Dagestanian, Nambikwara, Turkic, Uralic, and Uto-Aztecan.
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This book traces the origins and development of the Arabic grammatical marker š/š?,
which is found in interrogatives, negators, and indefinite determiners over a broad
dialect area that stretches from the southern Levant to North Africa and includes
dialects of Yemen and Oman. David Wilmsen draws on data from old vernacular Arabic
texts and from a variety of Arabic dialects, and shows that, contrary to much of the
literature on the diachrony of this morpheme, š/š? does not derive from Arabic šay
'thing'. Instead, he argues that it dates back to a pre-Arabic stage of West Semitic and
probably has its origins in a Semitic demonstrative pronoun. On this theory, Arabic šay
could in fact derive from š/š?, and not vice versa. The book demonstrates the
significance of the Arabic dialects in understanding the history of Arabic and the Semitic
languages, and claims that modern Arabic dialects could not have developed from
Classical Arabic. It will be of interest to historical linguists of all persuasions from
graduate level upwards, particularly all those working on Arabic and other Semitic
languages.
Examines the various forms of evidence used to establish the history and scale of
environmenal changes during the Quaternary. The evidence is extremely diverse,
ranging from landforms and sediments to fossil assemblages and isotope ratios,
bringing the book fully up to date since its last publication.
This volume explores the way in which grammaticalization processes - whereby lexical
words eventually become markers of grammatical categories - converge and differ
across various types of language. While grammaticalization at its core is a
unidirectional phenomenon, in which the same pathways of change are replicated
across languages, certain language types and language areas have distinct
preferences with respect to what they grammaticalize and how. Previous work has
principally addressed this question with specific reference to languages of Southeast
and East Asia that do not seem to grammaticalize paradigms of categories in the same
manner as Indo-European languages, or form extensive grammaticalization chains.
This volume takes a broader approach and proceeds systematically area by area:
specialists in the field address the processes of grammaticalization in languages of
Africa, Europe, Asia and the Pacific, and the Americas, and in creole languages. The
studies reveal a number of unique pathways of grammaticalization in each language
area, as well as identifying the universal shared features of the phenomenon.
This book offers a large-scale quantitative investigation of referential null subjects as
they occur in Old, Middle, and Early Modern English. Using corpus linguistic methods,
and drawing on five corpora of early English, it empirically examines the occurrence of
subjectless finite clauses in more than 500 early English texts, spanning nearly 850
years. On the basis of this substantial data, Kristian A. Rusten re-evaluates previous
conflicting claims concerning the occurrence and distribution of null subjects in Old
English. He explores the question of whether the earliest stage of English can be
considered a canonical or partial pro-drop language, and provides an empirical
examination of the role played by central licensors of null subjects proposed in the
theoretical literature. The predictions of two important pragmatic accounts of null
arguments are also tested. Throughout, the book builds its arguments primarily by
means of powerful statistical tools, including generalized fixed-effects and mixed-effects
logistic regression modelling. The volume is the most comprehensive examination of
null subjects in the history of English to date, and will be of interest to syntacticians,
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historical linguists, and those working in English and Germanic linguistics more widely.
This volume explores word order change within the framework of diachronic generative
syntax. Word order is at the core of natural language grammatical systems, linking
syntax with prosody and with semantics and pragmatics. The chapters in this volume
use the tools provided by the generative theory of grammar to examine the constrained
ways in which historical word order variants have given way to new ones over time.
Following an introduction by the editors, the book is divided into four parts that
investigate changes regarding the targets for movement within the clausal functional
hierarchy; changes (or stability) in the nature of the triggers for movement; verb
movement into the left peripheries; and types of movement, with specific focus on word
order change in Latin. Data are drawn from a wide variety of languages from different
families and from both classical and modern periods, including Sanskrit, Tocharian,
Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Irish, Hungarian, and Coptic Egyptian. The book's broad
coverage and combination of language-internal and comparative studies offers new
perspectives on the relation between word order change and syntactic movement. The
volume also provides a range of wider insights into the properties of natural language
and the way in which those properties constrain language variation and change.
This book, by a group of leading international scholars, outlines the history of the
spoken dialects of Arabic from the Arab Conquests of the seventh century up to the
present day. It specifically investigates the evolution of Arabic as a spoken language, in
contrast to the many existing studies that focus on written Classical or Modern
Standard Arabic. The volume begins with a discursive introduction that deals with
important issues in the general scholarly context, including the indigenous myth and
probable reality of the history of Arabic; Arabic dialect geography and typology; types of
internally and externally motivated linguistic change; social indexicalisation; and
pidginization and creolization in Arabic-speaking communities. Most chapters then
focus on developments in a specific region - Mauritania, the Maghreb, Egypt, the
Levant, the Northern Fertile Crescent, the Gulf, and South Arabia - with one exploring
Judaeo-Arabic, a group of varieties historically spread over a wider area. The remaining
two chapters in the volume examine individual linguistic features of particular historical
interest and controversy, specifically the origin and evolution of the b- verbal prefix, and
the adnominal linker -an/-in. The volume will be of interest to scholars and students of
the linguistic and social history of Arabic as well as to comparative linguists interested
in topics such as linguistic typology and language change.
This book examines several thousand examples of tense-aspect stem participles in the
Rigveda, and the passages in which they appear, in terms of both their syntax and
semantics. The Rigveda is an ancient collection of sacred Indian hymns, written in
Vedic Sanskrit, and is one of the oldest extant texts in any Indo-European language. It
is also a poetic text in which deliberate obscurity is the governing aesthetic and in which
the rules of language are pushed to their limits in order to produce the ideal poetic
expression. Many Vedic sentences are of controversial, disputed meaning, and Vedic
scholarship is thus fraught with controversy. John J. Lowe applies formal linguistic
analysis to the data and produces a comprehensive formal model of how participles are
used. The author uses his findings to recategorize the data, by defining certain stems
and stem-types as outside the synchronic category of participle on the basis of their
syntactic and semantic properties. He suggests alternative sources for these forms and
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considers the linguistic processes that transformed old participles into non-participial
entities. In his conclusion he reassesses the category of participles within the verbal
and nominal systems, looks at their prehistory in Proto-Indo-European, and describes
their universal, typological characteristics. Among his conclusions are that tense-aspectstem participles have the technical properties of adjectival verbs, not verbal adjectives,
and that such participles are not fully dependent on corresponding finite verbal forms.
That is, a perfect participle, for example, need not share all the semantic and functional
features of the finite perfect forms built to the same stem. These and many other
conclusions drawn either directly challenge or radically revise received opinion and
recent work.
This is the second book in a two-volume comparative history of negation in the
languages of Europe and the Mediterranean. The work integrates typological, general,
and theoretical research, documents patterns and directions of change in negation
across languages, and examines the linguistic and social factors that lie behind such
changes. The aim of both volumes is to set out an integrated framework for
understanding the syntax of negation and how it changes. While the first volume (OUP,
2013) presented linked case studies of particular languages and language groups, this
second volume constructs a holistic approach to explaining the patterns of historical
change found in the languages of Europe and the Mediterranean over the last
millennium. It identifies typical developments found repeatedly in the histories of
different languages and explores their origins, as well as investigating the factors that
determine whether change proceeds rapidly, slowly, or not at all. Language-internal
factors such as the interaction of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, and the biases
inherent in child language acquisition, are investigated alongside language-external
factors such as imposition, convergence, and borrowing. The book proposes an explicit
formal account of language-internal and contact-induced change for both the
expression of sentential negation ('not') and negative indefinites ('anyone', 'nothing'). It
sheds light on the major ways in which negative systems develop, on the nature of
syntactic change, and indeed on linguistic change more generally, demonstrating the
insights that large-scale comparison of linguistic histories can offer.

The chapters in this volume address the process of syntactic change at different
granularities. The language-particular component of a grammar is now usually
assumed to be nothing more than the specification of the grammatical properties
of a set of lexical items. Accordingly, grammar change must reduce to lexical
change. And yet these micro-changes can cumulatively alter the typological
character of a language (a macro-change). A central puzzle in diachronic syntax
is how to relate macro-changes to micro-changes. Several chapters in this
volume describe specific micro-changes: changes in the syntactic properties of a
particular lexical item or class of lexical items. Other chapters explore links
between micro-change and macro-change, using devices such as grammar
competition at the individual and population level, recurring diachronic pathways,
and links between acquisition biases and diachronic processes. This book is
therefore a great companion to the recent literature on the micro- versus macroapproaches to parameters in synchronic syntax. One of its important
contributions is the demonstration of how much we can learn about synchronic
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linguistics through the way languages change: the case studies included provide
diachronic insight into many syntactic constructions that have been the target of
extensive recent synchronic research, including tense, aspect, relative clauses,
stylistic fronting, verb second, demonstratives, and negation. Languages
discussed include several archaic and contemporary Romance and Germanic
varieties, as well as Greek, Hungarian, and Chinese, among many others.
This book offers an empirical and theoretical exploration of the development of
object clitic pronouns in the Romance languages, drawing on data from Latin,
medieval vernaculars, modern Romance languages, and lesser-known dialects.
Diego Pescarini examines phonological, morphological, and especially syntactic
aspects of Romance object clitics, using the findings to reconstruct their evolution
from Latin to Romance and to model clitic placement in modern Romance
languages. On the theoretical side, the volume engages with previous accounts
of clitics, particularly in generative theory. It challenges the received idea that
cliticization resulted from a form of syntactic deficiency; instead, it proposes that
clitics resulted from the feature endowment of discourse features, which initially
caused freezing of certain pronominal forms and then - through reanalysis - their
successive incorporation to verbal hosts. This approach leads to a revision of
earlier analyses of well-known phenomena such as interpolation, climbing, and
enclisis/proclisis alternations, and to new approaches to issues including V2
syntax, scrambling, and stylistic fronting, among many others.
This volume is the first systematic, corpus-based examination of dative external
possessors in Old and Early Middle English and their diachronic development.
Modern English is unusual among European languages in not having a
productive dative external possessor construction, whereby the possessor is in
the dative case and behaves like an element of the sentence rather than part of
the possessive phrase. This type of construction was found in Old English,
however, especially in expressions of inalienable possession; it appeared in
variation with the internal possessors in the genitive case, which then became
the only productive possibility in Middle English. In this book, Cynthia Allen traces
the use of dative external possessors in the texts of the Old and early Middle
English periods and explores how the empirical data fit with the hypotheses put
forward to date. She draws on recent developments in linguistic theory to
evaluate both language-internal explanations for the loss of the dative
construction and the possible role of language contact, especially with the
Brythonic Celtic languages. The book will be of interest to students and
researchers in the fields of historical syntax and morphology, language variation
and change, and the comparative syntax of the Germanic languages.
This book explores grammatical gender in the Romance languages and dialects
and its evolution from Latin. Michele Loporcaro investigates the significant
diversity found in the Romance varieties in this regard; he draws on data from the
Middle Ages to the present from all the Romance languages and dialects,
discussing examples from Romanian to Portuguese and crucially also focusing
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on less widely-studied varieties such as Sursilvan, Neapolitan, and Asturian. The
investigation first reveals that several varieties display more complex systems
than the binary masculine/feminine contrast familiar from modern French or
Italian. Moreover, it emerges that traditional accounts, whereby neuter gender
was lost in the spoken Latin of the late Empire, cannot be correct: instead, the
neuter gender underwent a range of different transformations from Late Latin
onwards, which are responsible for the different systems that can be observed
today across the Romance languages. The volume provides a detailed
description of many of these systems, which in turns reveals a wealth of
fascinating data, such as varieties where 'husbands' are feminine and others
where 'wives' are masculine; dialects in which nouns overtly mark gender, but
only in certain syntactic contexts; and one Romance variety (Asturian) in which it
appears that grammatical gender has split into two concurrent systems. The
volume will appeal to linguists from a range of backgrounds, including Romance
linguistics, historical linguistics, typology, and morphosyntax, and is also of
relevance to those working in sociology, gender studies, and psychology.
This book provides the first comprehensive overview of the syntax of old
Romanian written in English and targeted at a non-Romanian readership. It
draws on an extensive new corpus analysis of the period between the beginning
of the sixteenth century, the date of the earliest attested Romanian texts, and the
end of the eighteenth century, generally considered to mark the start of the
modernization of Romanian. Gabriela Pan? Dindelegan and her co-authors adopt
both a synchronic and diachronic approach by providing a detailed corpus
analysis in a given period, while also comparing old and modern Romanian. They
examine the evolution of a variety of syntactic phenomena, including the
elimination or diminishing of certain facts or generalization of others, the total or
partial grammaticalization of phenomena, competition between structures, and
cases of syntactic variation. The book takes a typological and comparative
perspective, focusing on those phenomena that are considered specific to
Romanian (either on the Romance or in the Balkan area), and adopts a modern
framework while still remaining accessible to readers from any background.
This book traces the evolution of the Indo-European verbal system from the early
proto-language to the period of the first Greek texts.
This book presents a thorough investigation of the main diachronic changes that
have taken place in the palatal sounds of the Romance languages, as well as
their current patterns of synchronic variation. Andre Zampaulo draws on
extensive data not only from diachronic sources, but also from a range of current
phonetic, phonological, and dialectal studies to motivate a formal, constraintbased account of palatal sound change. The analysis takes into account the role
of phonetic information in the shaping of phonological patterns, approaching
sound change from its inception during the speaker-listener interaction and
formalizing it as the difference in constraint ranking between the grammar of the
speaker and that of the listener-turned-speaker. The volume offers insights into
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how and why similar types of change may take place in different varieties and/or
the same language at different times, and will be of interest to graduate students
and researchers in historical linguistics, phonetics and phonology, Romance
linguistics, and dialectology more broadly.
The book provides a formal analysis of root and complement clauses in Old
Romanian, focussing on the combination of Balkan syntactic patterns and
Romance morphology. It presents a new perspective on the manifestation of
Balkan Sprachbund properties in the language, and on the nature of parametric
differences in relation to other Romance languages.
This book reflects on key questions of enduring interest on the nature of syntax,
bringing together Grant Goodall’s previous publications and new work exploring
how syntactic representations are structured and the affordances of experimental
techniques in studying them. The volume sheds light on central issues in the
theory of syntax while also elucidating the methods of data collection which
inform them. Featuring Goodall’s previous studies of linguistic phenomena in
English, Spanish, and Chinese, and complemented by a new introduction and
material specific to this volume, the book is divided into four sections around
fundamental strands of syntactic theory. The four parts explore the dimensionality
of syntactic representations; the relationship between syntactic structure and
predicate-argument structure; interactions between subjects and wh-phrases in
questions; and more detailed investigations of wh-dependencies but from a more
overtly experimental perspective. Taken together, the volume reinforces the
connections between these different aspects of syntax by highlighting their
respective roles in defining what syntactic objects look like and how the grammar
operates on them. This book will be a valuable resource for scholars in
linguistics, particularly those with an interest in syntax, psycholinguistics, and
Romance linguistics.
This book provides an integrated account of the phonetic causes of the
diachronic processes of palatalization and assibilation of velar and labial stops
and labiodental fricatives, as well as the palatalization and affrication of
dentoalveolar stops. While previous studies have been concerned with the
typology of sound inventories and of the processes of palatalization and
assibilation, this volume not only deals with the typological patterns but also
outlines the articulatory and acoustic causes of these sound changes. In his
articulation-based account, Daniel Recasens argues that the affricate and
fricative outcomes of these changes developed via an intermediate stage,
namely an (alveolo)palatal stop with varying degrees of closure fronting.
Particular emphasis is placed on the one-to-many relationship between the input
and output consonant realizations, on the acoustic cues that contribute to the
implementation of these sound changes, and on the contextual, positional, and
prosodic conditions that most favour their development. The analysis is based on
extensive data from a wide range of language families, including Romance,
Bantu, Slavic, and Germanic, and draws on a variety of sources, such as
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linguistic atlases, articulatory and acoustic studies, and phoneme identification
tests.
This monograph offers a novel analysis of Greek clause structure on the basis of
second-position clitics.
This book examines Latin word order patterns, in particular the relative ordering
of i) lexical verbs and direct objects and ii) auxiliaries and non-finite verbs. Lieven
Danckaert offers a corpus-based description of these alternations and
demonstrates that Latin is a fully configurational language, contrary to received
wisdom.
This volume offers a wide-range of case studies on variation and change in the
sub-family of the Romance languages that includes French and Occitan: GalloRomance. Both standard and non-standard Gallo-Romance data can be of
enormous value to studies of morphosyntactic variation and change, yet, as the
volume demonstrates, non-standard and comparative Gallo-Romance data have
often been lacking in both synchronic and diachronic studies. Following an
introduction that sets out the conceptual background, the volume is divided into
three parts whose chapters explore a variety of topics in the domains of sentence
structure, the verb complex, and word structure. The empirical foundation of the
volume is exceptionally rich, drawing on standard and non-standard data from
French, Occitan, Francoprovenal, Picard, Wallon, and Norman. This diversity is
also reflected in the theoretical and conceptual approaches adopted, which span
traditional philology, sociolinguistics, formal morphological and syntactic theory,
semantics, and discourse-pragmatics. The volume will thus be an indispensable
tool for researchers and students in French and (Gallo-) Romance linguistics as
well as for readers interested in grammatical theory, sociolinguistics, and
historical linguistics.
This book explores the wealth of evidence from early Indo-Aryan for the
existence of transitive nouns and adjectives, a rare linguistic phenomenon which,
according to some categorizations of word classes, should not occur. John Lowe
shows that most transitive nouns and adjectives attested in early Indo-Aryan
cannot be analysed as a type of non-finite verb category, but must be
acknowledged as a distinct constructional type. The volume provides a detailed
introduction to transitivity (verbal and adpositional), the categories of agent and
action noun, and to early Indo-Aryan. Four periods of early Indo-Aryan are
selected for study: Rigvedic Sanskrit, the earliest Indo-Aryan; Vedic Prose, a
slightly later form of Sanskrit; Epic Sanskrit, a form of Sanskrit close to the
standardized 'Classical' Sanskrit; and Pali, the early Middle Indo-Aryan language
of the Buddhist scriptures. John Lowe shows that while each linguistic stage is
different, there are shared features of transitive nouns and adjectives which apply
throughout the history of early Indo-Aryan. The data is set in the wider historical
context, from Proto-Indo-European to Modern Indo-Aryan, and a formal linguistic
analysis of transitive nouns and adjectives is provided in the framework of LexicalFunctional Grammar.
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This volume brings together the latest diachronic research on syntactic features
and their role in restricting syntactic change. The chapters address a central
theoretical issue in diachronic syntax: whether syntactic variation can always be
attributed to differences in the features of items in the lexicon, as the BorerChomsky conjecture proposes. In answering this question, all the chapters
develop analyses of syntactic change couched within a formalist framework in
which rich hierarchical structures and abstract features of various kinds play an
important role. The first three parts of the volume explore the different domains of
the clause, namely the C-domain, the T-domain and the ?P/VP-domain
respectively, while chapters in the final part are concerned with establishing
methodology in diachronic syntax and modelling linguistic correspondences. The
contributors draw on extensive data from a large number of languages and
dialects, including several that have received little attention in the literature on
diachronic syntax, such as Romeyka, a Greek variety spoken in Turkey, and
Middle Low German, previously spoken in northern Germany. Other languages
are explored from a fresh theoretical perspective, including Hungarian, Icelandic,
and Austronesian languages. The volume sheds light not only on specific
syntactic changes from a cross-linguistic perspective but also on broader issues
in language change and linguistic theory.
This volume explores the multiple aspects of cyclical syntactic change from a
wide range of empirical perspectives. The notion of 'linguistic cycle' has long
been recognized as being relevant to the description of many processes of
language change. In grammaticalization, a given linguistic form loses its lexical
meaning - and sometimes some of its phonological content - and then gradually
weakens until it ultimately vanishes. This change becomes cyclical when the
grammaticalized form is replaced by an innovative item, which can then develop
along exactly the same pathway. But cyclical changes have also been observed
in language change outside of grammaticalization proper. The chapters in this
book reflect the growing interest in the phenomenon of grammaticalization and
cyclicity in generative syntax, with topics including the diachrony of negation, the
syntax of determiners and pronominal clitics, the internal structure of wh-words
and logical operators, cyclical changes in argument structure, and the
relationship between morphology and syntax. The contributions draw on data
from multiple language families, such as Indo-European, Semitic, Japonic, and
Athabascan. The volume combines empirical descriptions of novel comparative
data with detailed theoretical analysis, and will appeal to historical linguists
working in formal and usage-based frameworks, as well as to typologists and
scholars interested in language variation and change more broadly.
This handbook provides an authoritative, critical survey of current research and knowledge in
the grammar of the English language. Following an introduction from the editors, the volume's
expert contributors explore a range of core topics in English grammar, beginning with issues in
grammar writing and methodology. Chapters in part II then examine the various theoretical
approaches to grammar, such as cognitive, constructional, and generative approaches,
followed by the chapters in part III, which comprehensively cover the different subdomains of
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grammar, including compounds, phrase structure, clause types, tense and aspect, and
information structure. Part IV offers coverage of the relationship between grammar and other
fields - lexis, phonology, meaning, and discourse - while the concluding part of the book
investigates grammatical change over time, regional variation, and genre and literary variation.
The handbook's wide-ranging coverage will appeal to researchers and students of English
language and linguistics from undergraduate level upwards.
This book provides a thorough investigation of the expression of sentential negation in the
history of Greek. It draws on both quantitative data from texts dating from three major stages of
vernacular Greek (Attic Greek, Koine, and Late Medieval Greek), and qualitative data from all
stages of the language, from Homeric Greek to Standard Modern Greek. Katerina
Chatzopoulou accounts for the contrast between the two complementary negators found in
Greek, referred to as a NEG1 and NEG2, in terms of the latter's sensitivity to nonveridicality,
and explains the asymmetry observed in the diachronic development of the Greek negator
system. The volume also sets out a new interpretation of Jespersen's cycle, which abstracts
away from the morphosyntactic and phonological properties of the phenomenon and proposes
instead that it is best understood in semantic terms. This approach not only explains the
patterns observed in Greek, but also those found in other languages that deviate from the
traditional description of Jespersen's cycle.
This book provides a comprehensive investigation of the origins, development, and
stabilization of differential object marking (DOM) in Romanian. DOM, a means by which a
grammar distinguishes between objects based on semantic features such as animacy or
definiteness, has been a fruitful area of research in syntax, historical linguistics, and typology.
In this volume, Virginia Hill and Alexandru Mardale demonstrate that Romanian DOM reflects a
typological mix of Balkan and Romance patterns, and is in fact composed of three distinct
mechanisms. Their analysis of these mechanisms reveals that DOM triggers in Romanian are
located in the nominal domain, in contrast to languages such as Spanish, where they are
located in the verbal domain. The cross-linguistic perspective adopted in the volume sheds
light on existing typologies of DOM, particularly in relation to the variation observed in the
merging location of the DOM particle and of the doubling pronominal clitic.
This book adopts a generative framework to investigate the diachronic syntax of Hungarian,
one of only a handful of non-Indo-European languages with a documented history spanning
more than 800 years. Professor É. Kiss and several internationally recognized experts in the
field bring together the best in traditional descriptive linguistics and the state-of-the-art in
theoretical linguistics to offer an indepth and original survey of some of the most important
structural changes in the history of Hungarian. The book specifically focuses on the
restructuring of Hungarian syntax from head-final to head-initial, which started in the ProtoHungarian age. This development led to fundamental structural changes, resulting in the
evolution of functional left peripheries on various levels of syntactic structure by the 16th
century. Chapters examine a number of related topics, including the emergence of focus, topic,
and negative quantifiers, the marking of definiteness, universal quantifiers, and non-finite and
finite subordination. The mechanisms of change are those observed in Indo-European
languages (reanalysis, grammaticalization, cyclicity), but the paths of change have often been
different. The book will be of interest to researchers and graduate students working in historical
and diachronic linguistics, as well as all those interested in the mechanisms and theory of
linguistic change.
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